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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and regions of intrinsic disorder (IDRs) are
abundant in proteomes and are essential for many biological processes. Thus, they
are often implicated in disease mechanisms, including neurodegeneration and cancer.
The flexible nature of IDPs and IDRs provides many advantages, including (but not
limited to) overcoming steric restrictions in binding, facilitating posttranslational
modifications, and achieving high binding specificity with low affinity. IDPs adopt a
heterogeneous structural ensemble, in contrast to typical folded proteins, making it
challenging to interrogate their structure using conventional tools. Structural mass
spectrometry (MS) methods are playing an increasingly important role in characterizing
the structure and function of IDPs and IDRs, enabled by advances in the design of
instrumentation and the development of new workflows, including in native MS, ion
mobility MS, top-down MS, hydrogen-deuterium exchange MS, crosslinking MS, and
covalent labeling. Here, we describe the advantages of these methods that make them
ideal to study IDPs and highlight recent applications where these tools have
underpinned new insights into IDP structure and function that would be difficult to
elucidate using other methods.
Keywords: mass spectrometry, ion mobility, intrinsically disordered protein, hydrogen-deuterium exchange,
crosslinking mass spectrometry
INTRODUCTION
Interrogating the structure–function relationship of proteins and protein complexes has long been a
productive area of scientific research, contributing to our understanding of biological processes and
disease mechanisms and hence to the development of therapies. It was previously accepted that each
protein has a specific three-dimensional conformation, composed of an intricate arrangement of
secondary structure elements such as α-helices and β-sheets that dictates its function. More recently,
however, it has emerged that not all proteins have a single specific conformation in their native state,
and instead, they interconvert between multiple transient conformations, ranging from compact to
extended, unhindered by energetic constraints (Wright and Dyson 2015). Such proteins, termed
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), are highly prevalent in biology, with bioinformatics studies
indicating that the eukaryotic proteome is ∼20% disordered, with 36% of eukaryotic proteins
containing >20% disorder and 12% carrying >50% disorder (Oldfield et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2015).
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All proteins are dynamic to some extent, lying on a continuum
between being mainly structured with minimum dynamics and
mainly disordered with minimum structure. In proteins that are
considered as “structured”, minimal dynamic behavior is an
important feature that facilitates functions such as catalysis
and macromolecular associations (Boehr et al., 2009), while
spatial flexibility between structured domains can be afforded
by disordered regions, such as those found in antibodies (Thielges
et al., 2008). Disordered regulatory domains make excellent
switches as they can be readily altered by posttranslational
modifications, such as phosphorylation, for example, during
different stages of the cell cycle or upon cell stress
(Suryadinata et al., 2010). IDPs or proteins that contain
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) are also players in
liquid-liquid phase separation mechanisms, scaffolding the
formation of intracellular biomolecular condensates that play
key roles in cellular homeostasis, stress, and disease (Banani et al.,
2017). IDPs exhibit binding plasticity, which means that they are
often involved in cell signaling networks as they can bind to many
protein partners transiently, but with high specificity (Wright and
Dyson 2015). There are several ways in which IDPs can interact
with other proteins. They may fold upon binding to their
structured partners, also known as a “disorder-to-order”
transition (Wright and Dyson 2009) or form a so-called “fuzzy
complex,” in which the IDP samples various conformations on
the surface of its binding partner (Sharma et al., 2015). A further
advantage of disorder is that it economizes genome and protein
resources, as the interface of an IDP in a protein–protein complex
is similar to that formed between ordered proteins but consists of
fewer residues from the disordered partner (Liu and Huang
2014). Overall, the flexible nature of IDPs and IDRs enables
them to perform important functions in the cell that are
complementary to the roles of ordered proteins.
IDPs often play an important role in signaling networks,
thereby controlling cellular behavior, and their high propensity
to aggregate means that they are often implicated in diseases such
as cancer and neurodegenerative diseases (Uversky et al., 2008).
For example, mutations in the protein p53, which binds other
proteins mainly via disordered interactions, are found in many
types of cancer including cancers of the colon, lung, breast, and
brain (Hollstein et al., 1991), while mutations in the IDP breast
cancer type 1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1) are, as the name
suggests, often implicated in breast cancer (Semmler et al., 2019).
Protein aggregation in the brain is often associated with
neurodegenerative diseases, with α-synuclein (aSyn)
aggregation being a pathogenic hallmark of Parkinson’s disease
(Baba et al., 1998), and amyloid-beta (Aβ) and tau playing a role
in the development of Alzheimer’s disease (Irvine et al., 2008).
Despite their biological and medical significance, a lack of
suitable methods to interrogate IDPs means that they have
remained underrepresented in the scientific literature.
Resistance of IDPs and IDRs to crystallization renders them
unsuitable for analysis by X-ray crystallography (XRC).
Cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) can effectively elucidate
structures of mobile protein domains, although it remains
challenging to elucidate copopulated states that differ with
respect to the orientation of these domains, and IDRs are still
missing from the structures (Murata andWolf 2018). NMR is the
most often used method to study IDPs as it can provide a
signature for intrinsic disorder (low 1H and 15N amide
chemical shift dispersion due to high solvent exposure) and
provide information on transient secondary structure elements
(usually alpha-helices) adopted in the overall conformational
ensemble (Jensen et al., 2013). However, NMR cannot
distinguish between multiple coexisting conformations,
especially because rapid interconversions (on the NMR
timescale) result in signal averaging. Other methods that are
often used to study IDPs include small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) (Kikhney and Svergun 2015), single molecule Förster
resonance energy transfer (smFRET) (Kikhney and Svergun
2015), and computational methods such as Monte Carlo (MC)
and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Baker and Best 2014;
Mittal et al., 2014).
Structural mass spectrometry (MS) methods (Figure 1), also
known as structural proteomics methods, are undergoing an
explosion in their application to study proteins and protein
complexes, in part due to their wide applicability to many
different protein types including structured, disordered,
monomeric, and multimeric proteins (Politis and Schmidt
2018). Structural MS methods are able to capture transient
interactions, can be used to study proteins and complexes up
to the megadalton range, and can discern interactions in complex
mixtures such as whole cell lysates and even intact cells (Liu et al.,
2017). A key advantage of usingMS-based methods to study IDPs
is that they do not have any preference for the folded form of a
protein that is displayed by XRC and cryo-EM, and they
overcome size limitations afforded by NMR. They are often
used in conjunction with other methods, providing
complementary data that can be combined in order to predict
structural preferences of proteins and complexes (Rout and Sali
2019).
Each method will be described more fully in the relevant
sections, but in brief, native MS (nMS) reports on the binding
stoichiometry of protein–protein and protein–ligand complexes
on the basis of their mass (Beveridge et al., 2016). A key advantage
of nMS over other techniques is that multiple binding
stoichiometries can be simultaneously detected in complex
mixtures, including those that are populated to a low extent,
allowing detection of transient interactions (Leney and Heck
2017; Beveridge et al., 2020). nMS also provides information
on the position of the protein on the structure-disorder
continuum as the number of charges carried by a protein
upon ionization is related to its fold (Beveridge et al., 2014).
The shape of the charge state distribution (CSD) for an IDP can
also reveal more detailed conformational preferences (Natalello
et al., 2017; Santambrogio et al., 2019). nMS is often combined
with ion mobility (IMMS) measurements or fragmentation
methods for “top-down” mass spectrometry measurements
(Stuchfield and Barran 2018; Donnelly et al., 2019). IMMS
allows the size distribution of a protein or protein complex to
be measured, in terms of its rotationally averaged collision cross
section (CCS) (Sharon and Robinson 2007; Jurneczko and Barran
2011; Eyers et al., 2018). In top-down experiments, nonergodic
fragmentation methods such as electron capture dissociation
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(ECD) or electron transfer dissociation (ETD) are implemented
to break backbone peptide bonds, without disrupting any other
structural elements. This can be used to locate binding sites of
small molecules on proteins (Xie et al., 2006; Breuker and
McLafferty 2008). With respect to IDPs, top-down MS has
often been used to localize the binding of metal ions to a
specific domain (Wongkongkathep et al., 2018).
Conformational changes and binding events can also be
localized using HDX-MS, which is a solution-phase technique
that provides complementary information to nMS methods
(Trabjerg et al., 2018). Differences in the uptake of deuterium
are measured, which reflect changes in solvent accessibility of
different regions of the protein upon ligand binding. Protein
footprinting methods are additional solution phase approaches
that label surface/solvent exposed residues to inform on protein
structure and interactions. Crosslinking-MS (XL-MS) can be used
to reveal sites of interactions, either within proteins or between
proteins, informing on protein–protein interactions, and
providing distance restraints to predict and validate protein
models (Sinz et al., 2015; Leitner et al., 2016; Orbán-Németh
et al., 2018).
As an update to the review published in 2013 (Beveridge et al.,
2013), we will here provide an overview of the new advances in
structural proteomics methods and their applications to the study
of IDP behavior over the last 5 years.
NATIVE MASS SPECTROMETRY
nMS is a widely applicable technique that informs on the
stoichiometry and structural preferences of proteins and
protein complexes. Upon “soft” transfer from solution into the
gas phase by nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI), proteins can
retain aspects of their conformation inside the mass spectrometer
and the mass to charge (m/z) ratio of protein ions can be
measured. The “mass” informs on the stoichiometry of a
protein complex, and the number of charges that it carries
informs on its structural preferences (Santambrogio et al.,
2019). Structured proteins typically carry a low number of
charges per unit mass and present over a narrow range of
charge states, as their compact nature means that there is low
solvent accessible surface area (SASA) upon which protons can be
accommodated. In contrast, proteins that are unfolded have a
larger SASA and can hence carry a higher number of charges
(Kaltashov and Mohimen 2005; Testa et al., 2011; Beveridge et al.,
2014). A protein that is completely denatured will have a
FIGURE 1 | Overview of structural mass spectrometry methods. The information obtained from each experimental method is shown. Native MS and ion mobility
analyses require the protein to be analyzed by MS intact under gentle ionization conditions that preserve noncovalent interactions. For an IDP, the CSD observed by
native MS typically is multimodal consistent with multiple conformational states. These conformations (e.g., collapsed and extended) can be further separated by ion
mobility. In hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments, backbone amide hydrogen atoms undergo exchange with deuterium. Covalent-labeling methods involve
modification of solvent accessible side-chains with a suitable probe, and in chemical crosslinking experiments, residue pairs in close spatial proximity are joined
covalently. For these three methods, the protein(s) involved are typically proteolysed, and the labels are detected by analysis of the resultant peptide fragments.
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Gaussian-like CSD with a high number of charges. IDPs,
however, often exhibit residual structure which means that
wide CSDs are typically observed, ranging from low to high
charge states, which correspond to compact and extended
conformations, respectively (Figure 1). Gaussian curves can be
fitted to the deconvoluted CSDs of IDPs, which is postulated to
inform on the number of conformational families adopted. In
addition, the SASA can be estimated from the CSD of IDPs,
which can be used as a constraint during modeling and IDP
classification (Testa et al., 2011).
The rise in popularity of nMS is evidenced by the fact that it is
now often used as part of a multimethod approach to study the
biophysical characteristics of IDPs (Hagiwara et al., 2016; Fraga
et al., 2017; Hamdi et al., 2017). Recently, Fraga et al. (2017)
implemented nMS and other tools to interrogate the disorder-to-
order transition of the human small copper chaperone, hCox17,
that occurs upon the formation of disulfide bonds. Fully reduced
hCox17 was desalted to remove DTT from the reaction mixture,
and refolding was analyzed over a series of timepoints by
combining information obtained from nMS with
chromatography, fluorescence, circular dichroism (CD),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), SAXS, and
NMR. Of these methods, nMS affords the unique advantage of
simultaneously determining the oxidation state of the protein and
its conformational preferences. In its fully reduced form, hCox17
presents in a Gaussian-shaped CSD with charge states ranging
from [M+5H]5+ to [M+9H]9+, with the highest intensity
corresponding to [M+7H]7+ (Figure 2A). After 8 h of
refolding, the protein is a mixture of fully reduced protein and
a species which contains one disulfide bond. Fitting Gaussian
curves to this deconvoluted spectrum reveals a compact
conformation with high intensity centered around [M+6H]6+
(containing one disulfide bond) and an extended one at much
lower intensity centered around [M+7H]7+ (reduced)
(Figure 2B). This change in CSD suggests that a significant
compaction occurs upon formation of the first disulfide bond.
After 17 h refolding, the native form, which contains two disulfide
bonds, accumulates, but the main charge state remains at
[M+6H]6+ (Figure 2C), indicating that no significant further
compaction occurs. In agreement with this assertion from nMS,
SAXS experiments discerned that fully reduced Cox17 has a
radius of gyration (Rg) of 24.2 ± 0.3 Å which compacts to
21 Å that is stable for the following 4 h. After 6 h, there is a
small decrease of 1 Å. Differences in the refolding times are likely
a result of differential solution conditions employed (i.e., pH was
8.4 and 6.7 for SAXS and nMS, respectively). This study
demonstrates the suitability of studying preferred protein
conformations with nMS, the agreement of nMS with solution
phase SAXS measurements, and the complementarity of nMS
with other methods such as NMR and CD, which reveal
secondary structure elements. A similar study was undertaken
by Snijder et al. (2015), in which nMS and IMMS was used to
delineate the conformational preferences of different oxidation
states of human alpha-defensin.
Structural properties of the flexible dimer formed between the
intrinsically disordered NTAIL domain and the phosphoprotein X
domain (PXD) from measles virus (MeV) were revealed by CSD
analysis (D’Urzo et al., 2015). Each component was analyzed with
nMS, which reported a wide CSD for each protein. Fitting of
Gaussian curves to the deconvoluted spectra revealed a mixture of
three conformational families for NTAIL and two for PXD. Upon
mixing the two proteins at equimolar concentrations, the
dominant peaks in the spectrum corresponded to the unbound
proteins, with lower-intensity peaks corresponding to a 1:1 dimer,
reflecting the transient nature of the interaction. Interestingly, the
dimer also exhibits a wide CSD ranging from [D+9H]9+ to
[D+21H]21+, indicating that the significant disorder is retained
upon complex formation. The CSD corresponds to
approximately two conformations, an open and a closed, with
estimated SASA values of 16.1 nm2 and 9.5 nm2, respectively.
These values, along with the CCSs measured by IMMS, were used
as distance restraints in computational modeling, resulting in the
first structural model of this fuzzy complex.
CSD analysis formed an important part of the study into the
conformational preferences of the disordered C-terminal domain
of p27 (p27C) and two of its permutants (Beveridge et al., 2019a):
one in which oppositely charged residues were more evenly
spaced along the protein sequence (p27C-κ14) and the other in
which oppositely charged residues are linearly segregated
(p27C-κ56) (Das and Pappu 2013; Das et al., 2016). nMS
provided a clearer distinction between the conformational
preferences of the permutants than could be achieved with
other biophysical techniques, revealing the more disordered
nature of p27C-κ14 with respect to the wildtype and the
FIGURE 2 | Analysis of the conformation and oxidative state of hCox17 species by native MS. nMS spectra of the hCox17 (10 μM) refolding reaction at pH 6.7.
hCox17 species are labeled according to their charge state and number of disulfide bridges. Insets show the Gaussian fits to the observed CSDs. (A) Fully reduced
hCox17 in the presence of 50 mM DTT. (B) Partially oxidized hCox17, 8 h after the removal of DTT. (C) Completely oxidized hCox17, 17 h after the removal of DTT.
Figure adapted from (Fraga et al., 2017).
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compaction of p27C-κ56. While these systems were further
interrogated by IMMS (see below), the CSDs alone were
sufficient to inform on the conformational preferences of these
disordered proteins and their response to differential ionic
strengths of the solutions from which they were ionized (lower
ionic strength had a negligible effect on p27C-κ14, promoted
extended conformations of p27C-WT and caused further
compaction of p27C-κ56).
CSD analysis also provided important information during the
study of MAGE-A4 which is a key target for cancer therapy
(Hagiwara et al., 2016). In this study, nMS was used alongside
structure-based homology modeling, circular dichroism, and
NMR to discern the conformational effects of nine mutations
that have been implicated in cancer. nMS reported a reduction in
charge state range of all mutants compared to the wildtype,
centered around lower charge states, suggestive of a more
compact form being dominant in solution. NMR analysis
indicated that MAGE-A4 contains both structured and
disordered regions and reported small alterations to its
hydrophobic core in the mutants studied. As in the p27C
study described above, differences identified with nMS were
more apparent than with any other methods. Understanding
the behavior of MAGE-A4 at the molecular level is the first step
required for its exploitation in translational research toward
cancer therapies.
nMS is also useful in discerning the stoichiometry of protein
complexes and can be particularly beneficial in the study of IDP-
containing complexes, as their flexibility and transient binding
nature often precludes analysis by alternative techniques.
Recently, Stephani et al. (2020) used nMS to study the protein
C53, which consists of two globular domains that are joined by a
disordered linker region that contains ATG8 interacting motifs.
The stoichiometry of the complex formed between ATG8 and
C53 remained elusive, until nMS revealed that complexes
comprising 1:1 and 1:2 ratios of C53 to ATG8 were both detected.
Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry
nMS is frequently coupled with ion mobility spectrometry, which
separates protein conformations according to their size. Three
types of ion mobility will be described in this section: drift tube
ion mobility-MS (DTIMMS), traveling wave IMMS (TWIMMS),
and trapped ion mobility mass spectrometry (TIMS).
Drift Tube Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry
DTIMMS requires the simplest instrumentation of all IMMS
types. Protein ions are pulsed into a drift tube, across which is
applied a weak electric field that pulls the ions through the cell
(Gabelica and Marklund 2018). The ions are hindered by
collisions with an inert buffer gas such as helium, and since
larger ions experience a higher number of collisions, extended
protein conformations are slowed down to a greater extent than
compact conformations. The arrival time distribution (ATD) of
the ions exiting the cell is recorded, and when combined with m/z
measurement, their sizes can be directly converted to a
rotationally averaged collision cross-section (CCS) that reveals
low-resolution information on the conformational distribution of
an IDP (Stuchfield and Barran 2018).
DTIMMS was used to thoroughly interrogate the structural
preferences of p27C-WT and the permutants p27C-κ14 and
p27C-κ56, described above (Beveridge et al., 2019a). Analysis
of CCS distributions allowed quantitation of conformational
alterations in the charge pattern variants and their response to
salt concentrations (Beveridge et al., 2019a). p27C-κ14 is highly
dynamic when sprayed from a low salt solution (10 mM
ammonium acetate), displaying a wide CCS distribution that
has little preference for any particular shape (Figure 3A). Upon
increased salt concentrations (100 mM and 200 mM ammonium
acetate for middle and high salt concentration solutions,
respectively), p27C-κ14 is stabilized in extended conformations
with CCSs centered around 2000 Å2, with just a small proportion
of molecules in compact conformations (750–1,500 Å2) (Figures
3B,C). p27C-WT is also highly dynamic when sprayed from the
low salt solution (Figure 3D) and is stabilized in an extended
conformation above 2000 Å2 in the middle salt solution
(Figure 3E), with the smaller conformations below 1,500 Å2
representing a slightly higher relative abundance than for
p27C-κ14. When sprayed from a high salt solution, a compact
conformation centered around 1,000 Å2 becomes the most
abundant for p27C-WT, with extended conformations above
1,500 Å2 in much lower signal intensity (Figure 3F). p27C-κ56
adopts compact conformations (highest intensity around
1,000 Å2) when sprayed from a low salt solution (Figure 3G).
The middle salt solution causes an increase in size of the protein,
with highest intensity increasing to 1600 Å2 and both the minima
and maxima of the CCS distribution increasing by 250 Å2
(Figure 3H). The high salt concentration leads to even further
expansion (Figure 3I). This work demonstrates the strength of
DTIMMS in discerning the behavior of IDPs and their response to
differential solution conditions from which they are sprayed. In
an additional work on p27, the interaction mechanisms of p27
constructs with the cellular binding partner Cdk2/cyclin A were
interrogated. It was found that the KID domain of p27 (p27KID),
which folds upon binding to Cdk2/cyclin A, causes the rigid
dimer to become more dynamic. As expected, full-length p27
(p27FL) is tamed upon binding, with the most extended
conformations no longer being accessible upon complex
formation (Beveridge et al., 2019b). In this work, the strength
of IMMS is its ability to visualize both the bound and unbound
form of an IDP, without the preference for the bound form that is
displayed by many techniques.
Bowers and coworkers have developed DTIMMS methods to
study the conformations and aggregation of Aβ, a protein
fragment that is the main component of amyloid plaques
found in Alzheimer’s disease patients (Murphy and LeVine
2010). In 2011, the conversion of Aβ-derived peptides from
disordered monomers to structured beta-sheet amyloid fibrils
was traced (Bleiholder et al., 2011), revealing differential assembly
pathways for the different peptides. In the last five years, DTIMMS
has provided extensive characterization of Aβ including
delineating mechanisms of aggregation inhibition (Zheng
et al., 2016; Downey et al., 2019) and detecting prominent
oligomers (Economou et al., 2016). Work by the same group
provided the first experimental evidence of an interaction
between two IDPs whose aggregation is associated with
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diseases in different tissues, namely, islet amyloid polypeptide
(IAPP), implicated in type 2 diabetes, and a fragment of tau,
implicated in Alzheimer’s (Arya et al., 2019). They also shed
further light on the coaggregation of nonhomologous peptides
derived from PrP and IAPP, determining that the PrP peptide
promotes the transition of IAPP into its aggregation-prone
β-hairpin conformation (Ilitchev et al., 2018).
Travelling Wave Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry
Due to TWIMMS being implemented into the first commercially
available integrated IMMS device (Synapt, Waters,
United Kingdom), this has become the most widely used type
of IMMS separation for protein structural studies (Illes-Toth
et al., 2015; Konijnenberg et al., 2016; Van der Rest et al., 2017).
The Synapt G1 was released in 2006, and more recent versions
have provided users with enhanced resolution and sensitivity.
During ion separation via TWIMMS, traveling waves propel ions
through the ion mobility device at different speeds according to
their charge and size (Lanucara et al., 2014). Unlike DTIMMS, the
direct calculation of CCS from TWIMMS data is not possible, and
CCSs can only be calculated by careful calibration with known
standards (Ruotolo et al., 2008; Bush et al., 2012). TWIMMS has
provided important insights into the metal-induced
conformational changes of human metallothionein-2A (Chen
et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2018) and into the conformational
variability of the NAC complex which helped to describe its
nature of substrate recognition during chaperone activity (Martin
et al., 2018). Additionally, TWIMMS effectively demonstrated
that the disordered tails of histone proteins play an important role
in stabilizing the core regions of the functionally important
histone dimers (Saikusa et al., 2015).
TWIMMS was recently used to discern how the small EDRK-
rich factor 1 (SERF) protein increases the fibrillation rate of
Aβ1–40 and aSyn. SERF and its homologues have been shown to
accelerate amyloid formation of many amyloidogenic proteins
in vitro, but the mechanism behind this had remained elusive.
SERF was analyzed alone and in complex with Aβ1–40 or aSyn by
IMMS to investigate protein–protein interactions that could
affect the critical early steps of amyloid formation, leading to
altered aggregation rates (Meinen et al., 2019). Monomeric SERF
displays a wide CSD (charge states [M+5H]5+ to [M+15H]15+)
and a wide CCS distribution (900–2,200 Å2), reflective of its
highly disordered nature. In a 1:1 mixture of SERF with
Aβ1–40, complexes were identified with 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1
stoichiometries, while in an equimolar mixture with aSyn, 1:1,
1:2, 2:1, and 2:2 complexes were detected. IMMS reported that all
these complexes exhibit extreme heterogeneity, with much wider
CCS distributions than expected from complexes of similar sizes.
For example, the 2:2 SERF:aSyn complexes have conformations
that are as large as antibodies (up to 7,000 Å2), despite being
approximately one-third of the mass. Overall, this IMMS data
provided the first evidence that SERF forms dynamic complexes
FIGURE 3 |Global collision cross-section distributions of all three p27 permutants sprayed from 10 mM, 100 mM, or 200 mM ammonium acetate. Global collision
cross-section distributions are shown for the (A–C) p27C-κ14 (blue), (D–F) p27C-WT (green), and (G–I) p27C-κ56 (red) permutants. Global CCSDs are obtained by
combining CCSDs of individual charge states into single feature-rich distributions. Oppositely charged residues are well mixed in sequences with low κ values, whereas
oppositely charged residues are segregated in sequences with high κ values (Das and Pappu 2013). Figure adapted from (Beveridge et al., 2019a).
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with Aβ1–40 and aSyn, in which the authors used to propose a
model in which SERF provides a binding surface that increases
the pool of conformations that these proteins can explore to
accelerate primary nucleation. It has been tentatively postulated
that accelerating amyloid formation with SERF may reduce the
time that the proteins spend as neurotoxic intermediates.
An exciting recent development is the commercialization of
cyclic IMMS instrumentation (Waters, United Kingdom), in
which the ions are separated by passing them around a
circular ion mobility cell. The number of passes around the
cell can be controlled by the user to increase the effective
distance over which the ions are separated, hence, increasing
the resolution of the IM measurement, before the ions are ejected
into the mass analyzer (Eldrid et al., 2019; Giles et al., 2019; Ujma
et al., 2019). This was used by Thalassinos and coworkers (Eldrid
et al., 2020) to compare the gas phase behavior of a structured
protein (cytochrome c) and an IDP (human islet amyloid
polypeptide hIAPP, also referred to as amylin), discovering
differences in the gas-phase unfolding of the distinct
protein types.
Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry
During TIMS separation, ions are propelled through the IMS cell
with a gas flow and hindered by an electronic gradient in the
opposite direction. This means that increased charge slows the
ions down, and larger surface area speeds them up, in contrast to
how separation is achieved in DTIMMS (Ridgeway et al., 2018).
Garabedian et al. (2018) used TIMS to study the conformational
preferences of the intrinsically disordered AT-HOOK peptide,
which is the DNA binding region of the mammalian high
mobility group protein (HMGA2). This disordered protein
influences the remodeling of chromatin structure, thereby
regulating the expression of certain genes, and is a target in
several cancer therapies. The structural effects of seven separate
point mutations and their influence on complex formation of the
peptide with AT-rich regions of DNA hairpins were elucidated.
Specifically, the RGRP core (residues 4–7) was found to be
essential for stabilizing peptide-DNA interactions, with the
weakest complex being formed with the R6A mutant,
suggesting that this basic residue is important in binding DNA.
Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry Studies of Tau
A protein that has come under particular scrutiny by IMMS in
recent years is tau (Eschmann et al., 2015; Ganguly et al., 2015;
Jebarupa et al., 2018; Ahmadi et al., 2019), a 441 residue protein
comprising disordered N-terminal (∼200 residues) and
C-terminal (∼80 residues) regions (Cleveland et al., 1977). The
central region of the protein is thought to have residual structure
and form the core of amyloid fibrils (Fitzpatrick et al., 2017).
Deposition of tau aggregates in the neurons and glia of the brain is
a hallmark of neurodegenerative disease (Ferrer et al., 2014).
Eschmann et al. (2015) used DTIMMS in combination with
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), thioflavin T (ThT)
fluorescence, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and
Overhauser dynamic nuclear polarization (ODNP) to study a
peptide fragment of tau called R2 (residues 273–284) that
contains a nucleating six-residue segment and forms cross
beta-sheet fibrils, similar to those found in pathological
aggregation. They discovered differences in the relative
abundances of monomer, dimer, and conformational
populations that dictate the propensity for fibril formation. In
a separate study, Ganguly et al. (2015) compared this same
peptide with a second peptide that contains a similar
nucleating six-residue segment (R3 306–317), as well as a
mutant of the first peptide (R2 delta-K280) that is associated
with a neurodegenerative tauopathy. IMMS determined that R3
homodimers are the most stable, followed by heterodimers
containing R3, and the least stable dimers are homodimers of
R2wt and R2-dK280. ThT assays showed that R3 has a higher
propensity to aggregate than wtR2 or R2-dK280. R2-dK280 binds
more strongly to R3 than R2wt does, suggesting a possible
mechanism for the tauopathy. In a study by Jebarupa et al.
(2018), the largest human tau isoform was analyzed with
TWIMMS, which uncovered the extreme plasticity of the
protein, with conformations ranging from compact to
extended. Compact conformations were removed upon
acidification of the starting solution, whereas alkaline pH
caused compaction due to charge neutralization. Changes in
structure at both high and low pH can be linked to the higher
propensity to aggregate under both conditions. The interaction of
tau with a molecular tweezer assembly modulator has been
investigated by TWIMMS combined with top-down MS
(Nshanian et al., 2019).
Native Top-Down Mass Spectrometry
As described above, protein–ligand interactions can be
maintained in the gas phase upon careful ionization from their
starting solution, allowing determination of binding
stoichiometry. Moreover, during top-down experiments,
electron capture dissociation (ECD) or electron transfer
dissociation (ETD) is used to cleave covalent backbone bonds
of proteins without disturbing noncovalent interactions,
including those between protein and ligand. This has allowed
site localization of ligand and metal binding to proteins (Xie et al.,
2006). Early work investigating the potential of top-down MS to
localize protein–ligand interactions focused on the complex
formed between aSyn and spermine (Xie et al., 2006). Upon
fragmentation of aSyn via ECD, product ions were identified that
retained the bound spermine, allowing localization of the
spermine binding site to residues 106–138, consistent with
NMR studies. More recently, top-down MS was used to
characterize cobalt and manganese binding to aSyn
(Wongkongkathep et al., 2018), as these metals have been
implicated in accelerated aSyn aggregation. nMS revealed that
at a 1:5 protein to metal concentration, aSyn is present in the
unbound form and with one or two bound metal ions, with the
same binding patterns observed for both manganese and cobalt.
Upon ECD fragmentation of the 1:1 aSyn-cobalt species, the
majority of the C-terminal fragments have cobalt bound, while
the majority of N-terminal fragments up to residue 118 do not,
suggesting that the cobalt binding site is located in the C-terminal
tail. The binding of manganese occurred via similar interactions.
Interestingly, due to the binding of cobalt and manganese to aSyn
being governed by electrostatic interactions, their complexes were
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highly stable in the gas phase and even survived high energy
dissociation via collisional activation dissociation (CAD). CAD
revealed the same site localization as ECD, but differences in the
fragmentation of the cobalt-aSyn complex with respect to the apo
form suggested a structural rearrangement upon cobalt binding, a
hypothesis that was confirmed with IMMS experiments. To test
the assertions in site localization made by ECD analysis, three
truncated aSyn variants (1–60, 61–140, and 96–140) were also
characterized. As expected, cobalt and manganese bind to both
the 61–140 and 96–140 fragments, but not to the N-terminal 1–60
fragments.
Top-down MS was also used to interrogate the binding of the
“molecular tweezer” CLR01 to tau (Nshanian et al., 2019). CLR01
has been found to inhibit aggregation of amyloidogenic proteins
without toxic side effects (Sinha et al., 2011; Acharya et al., 2014;
Vöpel et al., 2017). It binds specifically to lysine residues in
disordered proteins and remodels their assembly into nontoxic,
nonamyloidogenic structures. nMS shows that CLR01 binds to
tau in a 1:1 stoichiometry. A 4R-repeat domain fragment
(residues 257–239, 11 kDa) also binds with 1:1 stoichiometry.
Top-down ECD-MS of the 10+ charge state of the CLR01-bound
4R-fragment revealed c- and z-product ions that imply that the
core of the tau fragment is the likely region of ligand binding,
between K294 and K331, that includes lysine residues at positions
294, 298, 311, 317, 321, and 331. This corresponds to the
microtubule-binding domain, which spans the two nucleating
peptides, as described above, which are essential for seeding.
Sequence coverage drops from 61% to 46% for the 4R-repeat
domain fragment, suggesting compaction of the protein, which is
consistent with IMMS data showing compaction of the 9+, 8+,
and 7+ charge states. Interestingly, IMMS studies also indicate
that CLR01 causes compaction of Aβ-dimers and tetramers
(Zheng et al., 2015).
HYDROGEN-DEUTERIUM
EXCHANGE-MASS SPECTROMETRY
HDX-MS is a sensitive and versatile method that locates changes
in solvent accessibility of proteins and protein complexes, thereby
reporting on structural differences and alterations in flexibility
(Trabjerg et al., 2018). In an HDX-MS experiment, the protein of
interest is diluted into a deuterated buffer, and the deuterium
from the solvent is allowed to exchange with the backbone amide
hydrogens for a given amount of time. The reaction is quenched
by the addition of a low-pH buffer, and the protein is then
digested with an acid-stable protease (usually pepsin). Finally, the
deuterium uptake of each peptide is measured via liquid
chromatography- (LC-) MS. This allows identification of
regions of protein sequence that are more or less exposed
upon structural perturbation, for example, upon ligand/
cofactor binding (Beveridge et al., 2016). Given that the
analysis is performed on the digested peptides, there are no
limitations on the maximum size of the system that can be
studied, and HDX-MS can be applied to study IDRs and IDPs.
In recent years, huge improvements have been made to HDX
methodologies that have increased its applicability to study
residual structure in IDPs. Efforts toward this have included
reducing the temperature and pH of the experiments to slow
exchange (Goswami et al., 2013) and specialist apparatus to allow
fast mixing on the msec timescale. Fast mixing apparatus includes
microfluidic chip-based technologies (Liuni et al., 2010;
Yamamoto et al., 2011; Rob et al., 2012; Svejdal et al., 2019)
and quench-flow systems (Rist et al., 2005; Keppel et al., 2011;
Keppel and Weis 2013; Walters et al., 2013). One such quench-
flow apparatus was designed and constructed by Keppel andWeis
using solely off-the-shelf components and allows HDX
measurements on the 50–5000 msec timescale (Keppel and
Weis 2013). Briefly, three syringes are used to deliver the
sample (in H2O buffer, syringe 1), label (D2O buffer, syringe
2), and quench (syringe 3). Deuteration is initiated in the first
mixing “T” where the sample in H2O buffer is combined with
D2O buffer. The two flows are mixed at an angle of 180° and the
resulting reaction mixture exits the tee through a short delay line
before it is combined with quench at the second “T”mixer. A key
advantage of this approach is that the exchange time can be
simply adjusted by altering the flow rate. The quenched sample
can be immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen or the system can be
connected directly to an LC, ESI-MS, or a pepsin column for
online sample labeling and analysis. The authors tested this msec
HDX setup by comparing the deuterium uptakes of the CREB
binding protein CBP2059–2117 alone and in complex with the
activator of retinoid and thyroid receptor, ACTR1018–1088.
Unbound CBP is known to be a molten globule that populates
two folded states, but in a previous work using a conventional
HDX approach, unstructured regions of CBP could not be
distinguished from the structured core since exchange was
almost complete along the full length of the protein within
10 s (Keppel et al., 2011). Shifting to an msec exchange
timescale provided a distinction between the N- and
C-terminal domains, where the exchange is at the near-
intrinsic rate, and the helical core of the protein, where the
exchange is significantly slower. Upon binding ACTR, HDX of
many peptides in the core region of CBP became too slow for
detection in the 3500 ms time course. The C- and N-terminal
domains also incurred increased protection, suggesting that the
fraying ends of helices one and three were stabilized upon binding
of ACTR. Such details could not be uncovered with conventional
HDX; hence, shifting the experiment to an msec timescale is
highly advantageous in the analysis of IDPs. In subsequent
research, Keppel and Weis used the quench-flow apparatus to
study a similar construct of ACTR (residues 1,023–1,093) to
probe its residual helicity (Keppel and Weis 2015). They
quantified the rate of HDX in terms of midpoint values for
each peptide, which represent the time required to reach 50%
deuteration, relative to a fully deuterated control (t50%) (Al-
Naqshabandi and Weis 2017). The fastest exchanging peptide
is from the N-terminus of the protein, which is 50% deuterated at
0.2 s and is almost fully exchanged by 3.5 s. In contrast, a peptide
corresponding to a portion of the protein that has been shown to
form a residual helix by NMR takes 1.6 s to reach 50% and is only
65% deuterated after 3.5 s. After residue-averaging the data from
overlapping peptides, there is a good correlation between residues
with t50% values greater than 0.5 s and the regions of ACTR that
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become helical in complex with CBP (Demarest et al., 2002).
There is also a good agreement between the regions that display
protection in HDX and the regions of transient helices that have
been measured by NMR of the protein in isolation (Kjaergaard
et al., 2011), but with lower spatial resolution. Nevertheless, HDX
has the advantage of being applicable to nonisotopically labeled
protein and to much larger proteins than NMR. Additional
applications of HDX by the Weis group include investigating
FIGURE 4 |HDX-MS reveals differential responses of aSyn variants to calcium binding. Differential deuterium uptake between aSyn in the absence and presence of
added calcium for WT aSyn (A), variants D121A (B), and pS129 (C) and familial mutations A53T (D) and A53E (E). The N-terminus is colored blue, the NAC yellow, and
C-terminus red. Negative values represent increased deuterium uptake in the calcium-bound state, correlating to increased solvent exposure and lower hydrogen
bonding. Positive values represent decreased deuterium uptake in the presence of calcium. The start and end of each peptide is marked on the x-axis. Figure
adapted from (Stephens et al., 2020).
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the influence of crowding on the structure of IDPs (Rusinga and
Weis 2017a; Rusinga and Weis 2017b), which requires extensive
clean-up of the protein to remove artificial crowders prior to MS.
Kish et al. developed a fully automated online flow mixing and
quenching system, allowing reproducible HDX measurements
between 50 ms and 5 min, with a 1 ms timescale resolution and
temperature control (0–25°C) (Kish et al., 2019). The authors
used the setup to uncover novel mechanistic details regarding the
structural dynamics involved in the allosteric regulation of GlyP.
They correlated structural changes in the activated (pSer14) and
inhibited (glucose-6-phosphate bound) forms of the enzyme to
functional regulation, determining that the 250s’ loop transitions
from a disordered state to a more ordered conformation upon
activation of the enzyme. A change in stability of the 280 s loop
was also identified that provided the first direct evidence of
allosteric regulation of substrate access to the active site.
Whilst proving to be highly beneficial, specialized msec fast
HDX setups are not always required for analysis of IDPs.
Stephens et al. (2020) used a commercially available HDX
manager (Waters, USA) equipped with a sample handling
robot (LEAP technologies, USA) to delineate how changes in
the structural preferences of monomeric aSyn correlate with its
propensity to aggregate. Solvent exposure of WT aSyn was
compared with a phosphorylated version at residue S129
(pS129) and a mutant version (D121A). pS129 has an
increased C-terminus negative charge and is commonly found
in Lewy bodies but rarely in its soluble state, indicating increased
aggregation propensity. D121A has a reduced C-terminal
negative charge and a reduced aggregation propensity
compared to the wildtype. The response of the constructs to
calcium binding was compared, as calcium binds at the
C-terminus, neutralizes negative charges, skews conformational
preferences, and enhances the rate of aggregation. Upon calcium
binding by WT aSyn, the rate of HDX becomes lower in the
C-terminus (residues 95–140) and higher in the NAC (residues
61–95) and N-terminus (residue 1–61), indicating more compact
and extended orientations, respectively (Figure 4A). The mutant
D121A undergoes a similar change (Figure 4B), but for pS129
(Figure 4C), the N-terminus is much less solvent exposed,
indicating a correlation between the solvent exposure of the
N-terminal region with reduced aggregation propensity in the
calcium-bound state. To further investigate the correlation
between monomeric structure and aggregation propensity, the
aggregation rates of familial aSyn mutants A30P, E46K, H50Q,
G51D, A53T, and A53E were studied with ThT-based kinetic
assays. It was determined that A53T, E46K, and H50Q aggregate
faster than the WT protein, and the aggregation rate can be
further enhanced by the addition of calcium. A30P, A53E, and
G51D aggregate slower than WT aSyn and are insensitive to
calcium or aggregate slower in its presence. A53T and A53E
conformations were therefore probed via HDX, as the T and E
mutations at position 53 have opposite effects on aggregation
rates (increased rate and decreased rate, respectively). In the
absence of calcium, no conformational differences could be
identified between the mutants or between mutant and WT.
In the presence of calcium, protection is observed at the
C-terminus (as is identified with all other variants). A53T, like
WT, has significant deprotection of N-terminus upon calcium
binding (Figure 4D), indicating a localized unfolding event;
whereas for A53E, there are very few significant differences at
the NAC or N-terminus (Figure 4E). Therefore, perturbation in
the N-terminal region upon calcium binding correlates with
higher aggregation propensity. Despite much research into the
aggregation behavior of aSyn, this method represents an
important development in the ability to correlate IDP
conformation with aggregation propensity.
CHEMICAL CROSSLINKING MASS
SPECTROMETRY
Chemical crosslinking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) informs on the
structure of proteins and protein complexes, by identifying residue
pairs that are within close spatial proximity (Calabrese and Radford
2018; Schneider et al., 2018; Chavez and Bruce 2019; Iacobucci et al.,
2020). These residue-level distance restraints are particularly useful in
integrative structural studies, wherein information from a range of
techniques is utilized to make structural predictions (Calabrese and
Pukala 2013; Kahraman et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2013; Schmidt and
Robinson 2014; Sinz 2014; Faini et al., 2016; Joseph et al., 2017). A
typical XL-MS workflow involves incubation of the protein assembly
of interest with a suitable crosslinking reagent that covalently links
proximal residues targeted by the reactive groups of the crosslinker.
The most common commercially available crosslinkers comprise two
N-hydroxysuccinimide- (NHS-) ester functional groups, connected
by a spacer arm, that primarily react with Lys side-chains and to a
lesser extent of those of Ser, Thr, and Tyr (Kalkhof and Sinz 2008;
Madler et al., 2009). Recent developments to increase the applicability
of XL-MS to proteins with more diverse primary structures
include crosslinking reagents that target carboxylic acids
(hydrazides) (Leitner et al., 2014) and radical based
methods (e.g., photoreactive diazirine and benzophenone)
(Preston et al., 2014; Horne et al., 2018) that react
nonspecifically with any sidechain. The spacer arm can also
be decorated with functionalities to assist in identification of
crosslinked peptides by semiautomated spectral assignment
methods (by incorporating MS-cleavable groups) or facilitate
enrichment (e.g., biotin, alkyne, or phosphonic acid) (Leitner
et al., 2012; Gotze et al., 2015; Schmidt and Sinz 2017;
Iacobucci et al., 2018; Yu and Huang 2018; Steigenberger
et al., 2019). Enrichment is the key to XL-MS workflows
when studying large, complex systems due to the inherent
low abundance of XL peptides.
One of the challenges when using XL-MS reagents to study
dynamic proteins/assemblies with multiple copopulated states is
that the experimentally derived distance restraints constitute a
snapshot of interresidue distances spanning the ensemble
(Rappsilber 2011; Bonomi et al., 2017; Filella-Merce et al.,
2020). In such cases, computational methods can be used to
derive structural ensembles consistent with the data (Ding et al.,
2017; Webb et al., 2018; Calabrese et al., 2020). Alternatively, the
distance restraints from XL-MS can be mapped onto previously
determined ensembles (Degiacomi et al., 2017; Bullock et al.,
2018; Calabrese et al., 2020). For IDPs, untangling and modeling
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these conformational families using restraints from XL-MS, and
indeed using data from any technique, remains challenging.
Several studies have used XL-MS as a tool to interrogate the
architectures of IDPs that undergo pathogenic self-assembly in
order to elucidate the structural/molecular determinants of
amyloid formation. In one recent study, restraints derived
from XL experiments were used in molecular dynamics
simulations to derive model structures of monomeric tau
(Popov et al., 2019). The models derived were globular in
nature, whereas other evidence suggests that tau populates an
ensemble of structures, including more elongated states (Mylonas
et al., 2008; Narayanan et al., 2010; Elbaum-Garfinkle and
Rhoades 2012; Mirbaha et al., 2018). This suggests that XL-MS
may be overrepresenting the abundance of globular states in
solution as has been observed for other flexible systems
(Calabrese et al., 2020). A similar approach has also been used
to derive a conformational ensemble for the protein aSyn. Again,
compact conformations were visualized (Brodie et al., 2016;
Brodie et al., 2019), which does not capture the breadth of the
conformational ensemble, as demonstrated using other
techniques (Nath et al., 2012; Schwalbe et al., 2014). These
studies show that challenges remain in using XL-MS restraints
to derive structural models that represent the overall ensembles of
IDPs, especially in capturing the more elongated states adopted.
Nevertheless, the study of these monomeric aggregation-prone
proteins can be used as a starting point to understand their
assembly mechanism and associated conformational conversions
in more detail.
Comparative XL has also been used to decode interregion
contacts in tau and elucidate how mutations that are associated
with enhanced aggregation kinetics alter the structure of the
monomer (Chen et al., 2019). Disease-associated mutations
known to influence tau aggregation have been shown to occur
near the amyloid motif that drives self-assembly and is involved
in key contacts in patient-derived tau amyloid fibrils (Chen et al.,
2019). The authors studied the effect of the mutation P301L, a
known familial mutation that is associated with increased
neurodegeneration in model systems (Rizzu et al., 1999;
Ramsden et al., 2005). Crosslinking experiments were
performed using the tau repeat domain at three temperatures
(37°, 50°, and 75°) to probe the relative thermostabilities of the
wild type and P301L variant (Figure 5) (Chen et al., 2019).
Contacts within the C-terminal and N-terminal domains were
detected, as were crosslinks between the N and C termini
(Figure 5) (Chen et al., 2019). Notably, P301L increased the
susceptibility of tau to heat denaturation, as measured by fewer
short and long-range XLs (Figure 5), suggesting that the
mutation modulates the propensity of tau to adopt aggregation
prone conformations that expose the key amyloid forming motif
(Chen et al., 2019). These data combined with structural
modeling and biophysical experiments suggested that P301L
promotes the formation of extended tau conformations and
FIGURE 5 | Comparative crosslinking of the tau repeat domain. Contact maps showing all theoretical crosslinks (Lys-Lys pairs) in the tau repeat domain (gray
circles) and the detected crosslinks (colored circles). (A–C) Detected crosslinks in the wild type tau repeat domain at (A) 37°C, (B) 50°C, and (C) 75°C. (D–F) Detected
crosslinks in the P301L tau repeat domain at (A) 37°C, (B) 50°C, and (C) 75°C. The detected crosslinks are colored according to the frequency by which they were
observed—the scale is shown on the right hand side of each panel. The contact maps are shaded to denote crosslinks within the N-terminus (blue), C-terminus
(red), and between the N- and C-termini (pink). Note that fewer long range contacts are observed with increasing temperature and that the P301L mutation promotes
extended states (fewer long range crosslinks). Figure reproduced from (Chen et al., 2019).
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implies that flanking regions surrounding key amyloid-forming
motifs are keys to regulating tau aggregation propensity.
A similar comparative approach has been used to elucidate
interresidue contacts between the N and C terminal domains of
the cellular isoform of the prion protein (PrPC) (McDonald
et al., 2019). When PrPC undergoes conformational conversion
to an infectious isoform (PrPSc), it undergoes aggregation
leading to toxic deposits associated with prion diseases
(Ambadi Thody et al., 2018). PrPC comprises a disordered
N-terminal domain and a folded C-terminal domain whose
structure has been solved (Riek et al., 1996; Zahn et al., 2000),
but the determinants of the interaction between the two
domains remained unknown (Spevacek et al., 2013; Evans
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017). The function of PrPC in healthy
individuals also remains mysterious; however, it is known to
bind divalent metal ions (Spevacek et al., 2013; Evans et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2017). XL-MS was used to elucidate
interdomain contacts in murine PrPC, as well as two variants,
one in which the central region of the protein was deleted
(known to result in a neonatal lethal phenotype in mice (Li et al.,
2007)) and the other which contained a single point mutation in
the C-terminal domain (E199K) (the homologous murine
mutation of the E200K mutation associated with familial
Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease in humans) (Mead 2006).
Crosslinks between the N- and C-terminal domains were
detected in the wild type protein, and using quantitative
methods, it was shown that Cu2+ binding triggers a
conformational change in the protein, as the abundance of
some crosslinked peptides pairs varied in the presence of
Cu2+ (McDonald et al., 2019). Similarly, structural changes
were detected between the wild type and two variants. These
data were corroborated with those from paramagnetic
relaxation enhancement (PRE) NMR experiments
(Karamanos et al., 2015), and the combined data were used
in MD simulations to generate models of PrPC.
Whilst XL-MS can provide residue level distance restraints,
native MS can inform on the global properties of a protein/
assembly without ensemble averaging. Thus, combining these
two methods is becoming increasingly a commonplace for
structural studies (Sinz et al., 2015). Such an approach was
used to study the architecture of the p53 monomer and
tetramer (Arlt et al., 2017). p53 is ca. 40% intrinsically
disordered DNA binding protein that functions as a
transcription factor (Laptenko et al., 2016), playing a crucial
role in cancer prevention as a tumor suppressor (Hafner et al.,
2019). Native MS using a mixture of heavy and light p53
suggested that the tetramer assembles as a dimer of dimers.
Inter and intramolecular crosslinks in p53 were detected (Arlt
et al., 2017) and compared with a model of p53 from a previous
integrative study (Tidow et al., 2007). Many detected crosslinks
were inconsistent with this structure, which led to the authors
proposing that a structural reassignment of the assembly was
necessary (Arlt et al., 2017). Native MS and XL-MS has also been
used to study oligomerization of synaptobrevin-2 (Wittig et al.,
2019), a membrane protein that is a constituent of the SNARE
complex, which is involved in signal transmission in neurons
(Takamori et al., 2006). The authors showed using crosslinking
that in proteoliposomes, full-length synaptobrevin-2 was
monomeric, while in detergent, low abundance oligomers
could be captured by crosslinking (Wittig et al., 2019). A
truncated version of synaptobrevin-2 had a higher
oligomerization propensity than the wild type protein, but
similar interaction interfaces were detected to the full length
protein by XL-MS (Wittig et al., 2019). Native ion mobility-MS
showed that the synaptobrevin-2 oligomers grew isotropically,
consistent with them remaining dynamically disordered
(Bleiholder et al., 2011).
FOOTPRINTING MASS SPECTROMETRY
Chemical footprinting methods rely on treating a protein
assembly with a chemical probe. The mass addition from
the probe can be detected and quantified by MS to inform
on the solvent accessibility of residues and how this changes
with time or upon a binding event that is thought to perturb
the structure (Wang and Chance 2017; Liu et al., 2020). Such
methods have shown great promise to inform on the
architecture of proteins and their assemblies and are now
emerging as powerful tools to interrogate IDP structure,
assembly, and interactions.
Hydroxyl radicals have been extensively used to study IDP
structure. A number of methods have been developed to produce
hydroxyl radicals (ȮH) to label surface-exposed residues,
including using fast photochemical oxidation of proteins
(FPOP) (Hambly and Gross 2005), synchrotron radiolysis of
water (Wang and Chance 2011; Wang and Chance 2017), and
atmospheric plasma jets (De Backer et al., 2018). The reactivity of
residue sidechains toward hydroxyl radicals is a function of both
its solvent accessibility (Huang et al., 2015), local environment
(Cornwell et al., 2018), and intrinsic reactivity (Takamoto and
Chance 2006; Xu and Chance 2007). The intrinsic reaction rates
of different amino acids have beenmeasured and span four orders
of magnitude, with sulfur-containing (Cys andMet) and aromatic
(Trp, Tyr, Phe, and His) residues being the most reactive
(Takamoto and Chance 2006; Xu and Chance 2007). In such
experiments, mass additions of 16 Da (addition of OH) are
typically detected, but other modifications can also occur (Xu
and Chance 2007) such as +14 Da modifications as a result of
aldehyde/ketone formation. Quantification of the abundance of
these modifications at either the peptide or residue level is
typically achieved using LC-MS and bottom up proteomics
methods.
In one recent example, Gross and coworkers used FPOP to
pulse-label Aβ1–42 throughout its aggregation cycle (Li et al.,
2016). During an FPOP experiment, low concentrations of H2O2
are added to a protein solution immediately prior to its
irradiation at 248 nm with a pulsed laser (Hambly and Gross
2005). This generates ȮH that can react with solvent accessible
sidechains (Hambly and Gross 2005). Scavengers (glutamine or
histidine) are also added to the solution at concentrations that
limit the lifetime of ȮH to less than ∼1 µs (i.e., the labeling pulse is
faster than protein folding/unfolding) (Hambly and Gross 2005;
Gau et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014), although recent evidence
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suggests that radicals may be longer-lived (Vahidi and
Konermann 2016). Dose-response experiments can also be
performed by increasing/decreasing the scavenger
concentration to alter the length of the labeling pulse (Niu
et al., 2017). In this example, samples were taken at periodic
intervals over a 48 h time course of Aβ1–42 aggregation.
Analysis at the intact level revealed that, as expected, the
extent of FPOP modifications decreased over time, as the
protein formed higher order species (Figure 6).
Remarkably, the data revealed several stepwise transitions in
the extent of FPOP modification over time, consistent with a
simplified kinetic model; wherein, monomeric species initially
predominate that progressively oligomerize. Critical
thresholds are reached throughout the aggregation time
course that favor the formation of progressively larger
oligomers, aggregates/protofibrils, and mature fibrils
(Figure 6) (Li et al., 2016). The oxidative modifications on
Aβ1–42 could be localized to the peptide and amino acid level to
reveal key regions that are involved in structural transitions
associated with aggregation (Figure 6). Pulsed HDX-MS has
also been used to study Aβ1–42 aggregation under similar
conditions, but this FPOP data revealed an additional
conformational transition in the aggregation process that
was not detected by HDX-MS (Zhang et al., 2013).
Combined, this study demonstrates the power of FPOP to
interrogate multistep self-assembly processes of IDPs, which
will undoubtedly be a key tool going forward to temporally
characterize, in residue-level detail, other assembly/
aggregation mechanisms.
Data from oxidative footprinting by synchrotron radiolysis of
water have also been used in integrative studies, combined with
SAXS data to generate model IDP structures. To oxidatively label
proteins by synchrotron radiolysis, a high energy synchrotron
X-ray beam is used to generate ȮH by water photolysis
(Takamoto and Chance 2006). This method has the advantage
of being able to perform dose-response experiments by
measuring the extent of oxidation as a function of X-ray
exposure time (Takamoto and Chance 2006). From such data,
a rate of footprinting can be measured on a per residue basis for
comparison with the known intrinsic reactivity to derive a
protection factor (Huang et al., 2015). There is a good
correlation between protection factors derived from these
experiments and the solvent accessibility of the residues in the
protein structure (Huang et al., 2015). Specialized software called
iSPOT (Huang et al., 2016) has been specifically developed to
integrate SAXS and footprinting data in one modeling pipeline.
FIGURE 6 | FPOP analysis to probe amyloid-β (1–42) amyloid assembly. (A–F) Intact mass spectra of amyloid-β (1–42) (5+ charge state) (A) not subjected to FPOP
and after FPOP labeling at (B) 0 min, (C) 40 min, (D) 15 h, (E) 24 h, and (F) 48 h aggregation timepoints. (G) Sequence of amyloid-β (1–42) colored according to the
three peptides produced after Lys-N digestion. (H–J) Extent of modification of the three Lys-N peptides of amyloid-β (1–42) as a function of aggregation time for the (H)
N-terminal peptides, (I) central peptide, and (J)C-terminal peptide. The solid and dashed lines are simulated data derived using a simple kinetic model as outlined in
(Li et al., 2016). Figure adapted with permission from (Li et al., 2016). Copyright: 2016 American Chemical Society.
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This strategy was validated using protein assemblies with known
structures (Popov et al., 2019), and has been recently used to
study the intrinsically disordered N-terminal transactivation
domain (NTD) of estrogen receptor-alpha (Peng et al.,
2019). The iSPOT-derived structural models from SAXS
and footprinting data revealed metastable long-range
contacts in the IDP that may be essential for receptor
function (Peng et al., 2019).
Ligand-directed footprinting strategies have also been
developed to study the interactions of intrinsically disordered
or unfolded proteins with folded protein counterparts. These
protocols, described as ligand-footprint MS (LiF-MS) (Parker
et al., 2019) and tag-transfer XL-MS (Horne et al., 2018), rely on
installing a reactive diazirine moiety on the disordered/unfolded
binding partner. After assembling the protein complex, UV
irradiation produces a carbene that rapidly inserts into any
nearby covalent bond (including with solvent), forming a
crosslink at the interaction interface (Horne et al., 2018;
Parker et al., 2019). Following cleavage of the crosslinker, a
mass tag or fingerprint is left at the interaction site which can
be identified by MS. The LiF-MS method has been validated by
studying the interaction between SLiMs (short linear motifs) and
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) (Parker et al., 2019).
SLiMs are present in disordered regions of proteins that are
involved in interactions with folded protein domains (Davey
et al., 2015). Upon binding, the SLiM remains dynamically
disordered, making structural characterization of these
assemblies by crystallography challenging. The LiF-MS
approach was validated using assemblies with available crystal
structures and then applied to complexes with no high-resolution
structures. Use of the data in computational docking revealed
that the binding mode differs between MAPKs and that the
complexes are malleable (Parker et al., 2019). A similar tag-
transfer XL approach to study the interaction of dynamic
proteins with folded proteins has also been developed. This
method also exploits diazirine chemistry and uses MS to detect
a mass tag left on the partner protein at the interaction site
(Horne et al., 2018; Calabrese et al., 2020). This approach was
validated using a high-affinity regulatory peptide-protein
complex MCL1 with BID, with the detected crosslinks
mapping to the binding cleft of MCL1 (Horne et al., 2018).
This approach has been used to map interaction interfaces of
unfolded outer membrane proteins with periplasmic
chaperones Skp and SurA, revealing the primary sites on
these chaperones which contact the unfolded clients (Horne
et al., 2018; Calabrese et al., 2020).
One of the main challenges in using footprinting approaches to
inform on protein structure is translating the detected chemical
labeling intensity to a structural model (Schmidt et al., 2017;
Aprahamian et al., 2018; Aprahamian and Lindert 2019), with
recent evidence suggesting that rather than “solvent accessibility,”
such experiments may report on a more nuanced parameter termed
“chemical accessibility” (Ziemianowicz et al., 2020). Moreover, such
methods also inherently report a snapshot of the conformational
ensemble, which presents a significant methodological challenge for
data interpretation that is exacerbated for IDPs which populate
broad conformational landscapes.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Our understanding of the role of intrinsic disorder in biological
mechanisms has dramatically expanded in recent years. Such
advances could only be progressed by new approaches to
interrogate protein structure and function, including
developments in experimental methodologies, integrative
methods, and computer simulations. Mass spectrometry, too,
has seen a vast array of new tools developed that are specifically
tailored, or ideally suited, to study IDPs. The power of subsecond
HDX experiments is only now being realized (Rist et al., 2005;
Liuni et al., 2010; Keppel et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al., 2011; Rob
et al., 2012; Keppel and Weis 2013; Walters et al., 2013; Svejdal
et al., 2019), and future developments in this area are essential to
characterize IDP dynamics as they undergo motions on shorter
timescales than folded proteins, for which experiments were first
designed to interrogate. Similarly, rapid XL and covalent labeling
chemistries are key to capturing structural information about
dynamic ensembles over short timescales. Diazirines may be able
to fulfill this role, as they react within nanoseconds (Admasu
et al., 1998), but irradiation times of seconds to hours are still used
(Horne et al., 2018).
It is now emerging that it is possible to generate drug-like
small molecules that can target IDPs and/or their interactions
with binding partners (Vassilev et al., 2004; Hammoudeh et al.,
2009; Iconaru et al., 2015). In many cases, these small molecules
do not function by high affinity binding, but rather by transient
interactions that modulate the conformation ensemble. However,
detecting structural perturbations by small molecules, and how
this influences IDP/IDR function, remains challenging. In many
cases, an integrative approach must be taken, which presents an
ideal opportunity to apply MS techniques.
One exciting, growing area of MS capability lies in the ability
to deduce structural information pertaining to proteins and their
assemblies in situ, including in lysates, live cells, tissues, and
organisms. The suite of structural MS methods spanning native
MS, limited proteolysis, XL-MS, FPOP, and other covalent
labeling techniques are all well suited to inform on IDP
structure and assembly in situ. FPOP labeling can be
performed in cell or in C. elegans (Espino et al., 2015; Espino
and Jones 2019), and XL-MS pipelines have been developed to
probe the architecture of protein assemblies directly in cells and
tissues (Chavez et al., 2018; Götze et al., 2019; Mendes et al., 2019;
O’Reilly et al., 2020). Rapid advances in experimental workflows
and MS instrumentation have facilitated the use of structural MS
to tackle this increased sample complexity.
Intriguingly, it has been shown using experiments to probe the
thermal stability of proteins by limited proteolysis on a proteome-
wide scale that only half of proteins had unfolding profiles
consistent with them being intrinsically disordered
(Leuenberger et al., 2017). This suggests that many predicted
IDPs may be more rigid in situ, possibly as a result of ligand
binding. Such an observation demonstrates the urgent unmet
need for new tools to study IDP structure in-cell, with MS poized
to play a leading role in this endeavor. Exciting opportunities
include biotin labeling and biotin proximity tagging experiments
that have been shown to selectively label IDPs/IDRs (Minde et al.,
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2020). One could envisage applications for suchmethods to probe
disorder both in and out of cells, thereby validating assertions
made about IDPs in situ. In addition, it is possible to generate
native mass spectra of complexes directly from lysates, where
proteins have been overexpressed (Vimer et al., 2020) or are
present at endogenous levels (Skinner et al., 2017). New
instrumentation and so-called native Omics workflows (Gault
et al., 2020) have also been developed to facilitate multistage
tandem mass spectrometry to enable ligand identification. One
could envisage a role for these methods, in combination with top-
down sequencing, to identify otherwise unknown modulators of
IDP structure/function.
In recent years, developments in structural MS methods have
been instrumental in advancing our understanding of protein
behavior, shedding light on protein conformations and
interactions. Now that the importance of IDPs in health and
disease is becoming increasingly apparent andMS based methods
tailored to study IDPs are being realized, structural MS is set to
remain integral in the quest to decipher IDP structure and
function, both in vitro and in cell, uncovering new insights
into the role of IDPs in biological mechanisms.
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